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Newbie
December 11 2016 at 10:18 PM

Brenden  (Login rosey114)

Hi guys, 
Only just found this forum, but am over the moon with the info ive found so far. 
I am the owner of an all original falke model 50, that my father putchased new in 1956-57, whilst this gun still works, it is getting very underpowered, is there any parts available to rebuild them? Or parts that will fit with out too much modification? I see
the piston seal for a model 70 is available in a new rubber style seal from custom air seals in Melbourne Australia, but so far that is all i can find. 
Id love to get this old girl back to a useable state to teach my kids to shoot, as i was taught with this same gun. 
Any help would be greatly appreciated. 
Cheers my fellow falke enthusiasts.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Brenden December 11 2016, 11:00 PM 

The Falke 50 is very similar to the Diana mod 23 of the same period (Diana re-used the numbers for different models so be careful) and while I have never owned either rifle, you may find that Diana 23 parts
fit in it if you can find them. If possible, check dimensions first though. 
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Brenden
 (Login rosey114)

Thanks December 12 2016, 4:33 AM 

Thanks heaps garvin. Il use that as a guide. 
Whilst there is many a more powerful and accurate air rifle available, this one has sentimental value so id like to keep her going as much as i can.
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